
DuckChaser Folding Kayak
(Metric Measurement Version)

Eight Foot Kayak (for still water use only!!)

With thanks to the Palo Alto Scout Group of America - on who's design this is based.

Nomenclature: The Americans call anything that is not an open  Canadian type canoe a kayak; The British call 
anything not the same as an Eskimo kayak a canoe: This design is partly decked so it's a kayak to the Americans but 
a canoe to the British - you choose what you call it.

Material list
1 off sheet 2400 x 1200 (or equiv)    4mm marine grade ply for hull 
1 off piece 1200 x 600    6mm waterproof ply for floor, seat & paddle blades
1 off piece 1200 x 600    12mm waterproof ply for bulkhead/spreaders
1 off 25 x 1800 dowel for paddle handle
medium weight ripstop canvas ( unproofed ) 3m x 1.2m 
6mm x 5m  rope for handles & painter
2litres ( quarts) waterproof contact cement ( I used Parfix Fastgrip which is water resistant  but has proved itself 
suitable if painted over properly.
Knot free pine, cedar , meranti or similar straight grained flexible light timber
2 off 19 x 28 x 2400 external bottom runners ( can be cut from one piece of timber  )
2 off 19 x 38 x 1200 coamings to be grooved to fit over ply (          125 x 19 x 2400 dar                 )
4 off 19 x 38 x 180 end coamings (offcuts)
4 off 5mm x 32 stainless bolts & nuts & big washers
24 off  #8 x 1/2" ss self tappers
1/2l exterior grade gloss house paint for interior – applied after first session.( I've used Wattyl Permapave)
1/2l exterior acrylic paint for canvas (must be acrylic for flexibility & not solvent based)
1/2l exterior paint your choice for rest of kayak. ( tough & easily touched up)

Construction – First Session
  If your plywood supply is in metric or imperial,  the minor change in length & width of the main panels is 

insignificant.
Cut 4mm ply in half lengthwise & 1 piece of this in half lengthwise again. These are the hull bottoms. 

Dont forget to allow for the sawcut width. Each piece must be the same width (about 301mm or 298mm if metric ply) 
Do the laying out on the inside so marks etc wont show on outside when finished.

See Drawing No 1 at rear for 4mm ply cutting
Cockpit size & location depends on paddler size. 

For normal adult size ie average leg length & body mass the cockpit cutout :-
From the stern  812 mm  and 1067 long. Make it 250 mm wide.

For shorter/smaller people
 From the stern 915 mm & 915 long. Same width of 250 mm.

. Use a suitable tin can to give the radius in the corners of the cutout. 
Cut the cockpit out carefully in one piece – it's used later. Cut this strip in half lengthwise too. (see drawing)

Match up the two pairs for best surfaces outwards & mark them on the insides so you know which is which.
Stack the four pieces together, lining up the outer edges carefully & cut the outer corners to the shape of a

quarter ellipse leave 50mm of end straight to make it easy to glue canvas across it. See Appendix on how to draw
ellipse easily.



On insides mark position of stop block faces  25 mm back from the edge of the cockpit ends. On bottom
panels they go with centreline 25mm in from inner edge of ply. On top panels,  centre line is in line with edge of
cockpit cutout. Drill 3mm through ply 25mm behind this line for screw holding stop blocks.

Either seal with epoxy & TPRDA or 2 coats of exterior enamel on inner sides of ply including edges. 
Leave several days for paint to dry & harden.
Time allowing, cut out the two bulkhead/spreaders & round off the edges as per the drawing.

 Paint them later – they may need minor adjustments to fit.

BulkHead Cutout Dimensions – See Drawing No 2

Width of blanks is approx 600mm (actually 597mm with saw blade allowance. Not super critical – if the blank is
slightly wider it doesn't matter, but make sure the corner offcuts are accurate & identical or the end result will be a
little strange!)

A B C
Normal sized adults Rear 362 184 130

Front 315 200 115

Smaller size (scout) Rear 280 210 105
Front 252 189  95

Cut out the centre leaving 75 mm all round. If planning to fit a mast, leave the edges 100mm thick on the
front bulkhead. Bevel the faces the hull ply will sit on 3-4 mm & round edges. Leave painting until later.

Cut 8 stop blocks from 19mm  square timber 75 mm long. Drill screw pilot hole 25mm from 1 end in each.
Round edges except on glueing face & one end. 12mm ply offcuts OK too.

Leave all parts overnight at least to fully cure.
Cut the external stringers to 2285 mm long. Taper them down from 28 mm high in the centre to 16 mm high

600 mm from each end then down to 12mm at the ends. Round off the outer corners & taper ends.

Second Session

Cut 2 strips of the canvas 108mm wide x 3m. From each strip cut a piece long enough to go the length of the
straight outer sides of the ply ( about1650)

Clamp the sides together in pairs, painted (inner) sides together matching up carefully. Rough up the surface
that will be coated with glue using 80 grit paper - especially if you have epoxied it. Coat with contact cement a 50mm
wide strip both sides of clamped pairs & coat the pieces cut from canvas strips. (Use a cheap brush & leave it
standing in solvent between uses.)

Let dry 20 minutes & recoat. Let dry again for 20 minutes then apply strips along the straight edges carefully.
(much easier with two people)  Rub/roll firmly to remove any creases or air bubbles & to really set the glue.

Set up sides on bench/saw horses so ends stick out with 70mm  between inner edges of ply, clamp them
firmly. Two coats of glue on rest of strips & around ends as before plus glue on canvas at the overlaps.

Carefully apply strip working out creases as much as possible; carefully cutting  & overlapping where needed
on the curve - with extra glue) around end. 

Roll / rub firmly to flatten any creases or bubbles and really set the glue.
Do other end the same.  
Open the panels part way to discourage them sticking together with excess glue
Cut out bulkhead/spreaders to patterns from 12mm  ply if not already done.
Glue (two coats) & screw stop blocks inside hull making sure they're square to hull sides & working end is 25

mm back from cockpit cutout.
Insert bulkhead/spreaders, smaller one at the front ( note the bevels you've cut into the diagonal faces will

help the ply lay without cracking.) Gently press/ twist etc the ply skins so that the boat is square & true & the
contacting the bulkhead faces evenly. A small amount of adjustment with a plane to the bulkhead bevels may be
needed. The ply skins should lie with their inner edges lying level with the corners of the bulkheads. Due to variations
in ply & cutting out some minor alterations maybe be needed to this. Mark around the stop blocks on the bulkheads.
Remove the bulkheads & drill 4 mm holes through  the centre of the marks so you can easily screw into the ends of
the stops.
. Replace the bulkheads & temporarily screw them to the stops with 38 mm wood screws.



    Section though cockpit

inner stringers not needed if  28mm bottom runners fitted.

Turn kayak upside down & set up on horses at a comfortable height. Clamp some scrap to the inner face of
the bulkheads & to the saw horses to make sure it doesn't slide about.

Measure widest gap between hull inner sides should be about 250 mm.  Cut strip this wide + 100 mm the full
length of canvas.

Lay over hull & mark location of edges of canvas on ply. Trim canvas to give 50mm overlap all along.
Roughen up ply surface where adhesive is to be applied with 80 grit paper.

Mark edges of canvas & ply overlaps with soft pencil. Mark position on hull & canvas to make sure you glue
canvas exactly where you want it. 

Two coats of contact cement as before, then apply canvas ( 2 people needed) pulling it very slightly &
leaving the end flaps hanging down ( should be 20 cm each end).

If working solo, dont wait for the glue to go off completely – work while it is still a bit sticky. Lay polyethylene
sheet over glued canvas & roll up very loosely. Unroll on job – line up carefully & slowly remove poly while sticking
canvas down. If you've got the timing right there is time to correct stuffups. When you are happy with it, roll/ rub to set
& remove all wrinkles.



Third Session

Cockpit Coamings
Timber pine, cedar etc 38 mm” x 19mm x 1120 ( 1150 for sailing version) with rounded corners. Can be 30

x16 but no lighter or it wont take leaning on getting in & out.

Cut a groove slightly wider than the ply in centre of wide face  10-12 mm deep. Cut ends to fit over cockpit
edges ( cut back 10 cm each end on inside to allow for bulkhead insertion – see photo). Round off corners &  edges.

  Glue with paintable adhesive sealant like Fullers Ultra Clear.  Drill & fit #6 x 1/2” countersunk ss screws into
coamings from inside at the ends. A couple of 25 mm screws in from the underside is also a good idea. 

If planning to to fit the sail, make the rear end of the coaming 25mm  longer & file a horizontal groove in it to
hold the sheet.

The four transverse coamings are made from offcuts of the sides. They project inside the hull in the centre to
locate the bulkheads & are cut away at the outer ends to ease insertion of the bulkheads. They project above the hull
to aid in spray deflection. Style them to suit yourself – fasten them with sealant & a screw from underneath & another
in from side coaming. Use epoxy if building the sail version & fillet them on the forward face.

   Kayak upside down on trestle ( with canvas on)     Note lower stop blocks are better running fore & aft
Note offcut & clamp used to hold it steady



Rubbing Strips
Drill & countersink holes 25mm from each end of rubbing strips for 5 mm roundhead stainless bolt. Rubbing

strips go along inner edges of bottom ply. (see sketch – note inner runners not needed if 28mm high external runners
used)

Drill 5 mm hole 100 mm back from bow in bottom ply 10mm in from edge. Two coats of glue on hull &
rubbing strip. Fit strip using a 5 mm ss bolt, nut & big washer inside hull. Run strip along edge of ply (see sketch),
using several #6 x 12mm stainless self tappers from the inside: one in centre of curve each end & a couple inside
cockpit. Make sure the strip follows the edge of the ply & sits flat. A little persuasion is needed at the other end.
When it is held in the right place drill the other bolt hole & fit the other 5 mm bolt (with nut & large washer)

Run a paintable, flexible sealer (Fullers Ultraclear or similar) along the sides of the joint & press it in. Use
detergent or spit on finger.

Do the other runner.

 Cut the bolts off flush inside. This is a LOT easier to do before the top canvas goes on.

Top Canvas
Turn over. Trim flaps of canvas to suitable shape for strength & aesthetics. Apply contact cement where

flaps will sit (2 coats) + another coat on flaps & glue down.
Make up & fit rope handle each end through 6 mm holes in deck & canvas. Tie a simple thumb knot inside &

pull it up against plenty of glue on inside to hold it & seal the hole. Not too bulky or it interferes with folding. Canvas
patches over handle ends not really necessary if plenty of glue used round the rope.

Apply a good coat of exterior acrylic paint to the insides of the canvas, taking it up onto the inner edges of
the ply. Do NOT fold kayak until this paint has had at least a week to cure or it will stick to itself!  Leave it held open
with scraps of timber. If in any doubt – sprinkle heavily with talcum powder.

Cut, glue & fit rest of canvas centre strips each end with 50mm  margins  &  overlap. Leave about 125mm
free at ends of cockpit to make up coaming. Stop glue about 10mm short of cockpit cutout (not like some photos).
Do NOT glue to bulkhead!!  It is very difficult to insert the bulkhead if the canvas is glued right up to the coamings.

If you are contemplating giving your Duckchaser a rough time I suggest that you use the rest of the canvas
to cover the exposed 4mm ply on the bottoms as extra protection before painting (2 coats of glue as usual)

Also from experience I'd advise against using a clear finish on the bottom ply due to the knocking about it
receives.



[This photo shows the two original kayaks – note the difference in depth of the hulls. The two
 small blocks each side of the floor  are not needed with the pop in floor.]

Cut 6 mm ply floor 300mm wide with external grain running crossways to be a push  fit between spreaders &
hold them in place.

All ply has a slight curve – fit the floor so the concave side of this is up. This needs to be a fairly tight fit at the
ends as it locks the bulkheads in place 

To do this make sure both bulkheads are fully pushed home. Put the floor  so one end sticks through the
cutout in one bulkhead & the other rests against the face of the other bulkhead at the bottom. Hold the pencil so it is
flat against the side of the bulkhead & draw a line parallel with the bulkhead about 4mm in from the end of the ply.
Cut the ply to this line carefully. Insert floor with the trimmed edge against the bottom of the bulkhead & the other end
through the cutout.  Mark on the ply where it touches the cutout on both sides. Remove, join the marks with a straight
line  & cut at this position. Trial fit it – it will be too long. Carefully trim it back with a hand plane or surform until it will
just snap into place..  Take the time to make sure it is a neat fit both ends.

Drill 2 small holes & fit a loop of cord in the centre of the floor to aid removal. Also handy for tying on bailer
etc.

Pop floor into place. Screw & glue  cleats 300 x 12 x 16  to the faces of the bulkheads on top of the floor
each end. Remove floor by lifting it up in the centre until it pops out from under the cleats. Replace it by inserting one
end, bending it up in the centre & slipping the other end under its cleat & letting it snap straight.

Cut 325mm length from cockpit cutout for seat back & glue with canvas hinge to floor 75mm from one end.
( Optional Cut 300mm long seat & hinge with canvas to seat back & block to raise front by 25mm)  Glue piece of
closed cell foam for seal cushion.



Paint outside of kayak with at least 2 coats of paint - exterior grade gloss acrylic is suitable for the canvas.
Ply can be the same or a good external varnish – colour scheme is up to you. I 'd advise NOT to use turps based
paint on the canvas due to the softening effect on the glue the paint solvent has.

To assemble kayak; open it out, insert spreaders into hull with bottoms to centre. Push top of one into stops
under deck & slide bottom towards end. It may be necessary to work both ends alternately to get them in.

Insert one end of floor under cleat on bulkhead, bend floor up in the middle until other end can be pushed
under cleat & let floor snap into place.

Erect seat (if fitted). Flotation bladders ( read empty plastic juice containers or wine cask bladders) can be
fitted in the ends if desired but the kayak will float even full of water.
 Folding involves removing floor & bulkheads, which then tuck inside the flattened hull. You then fold one side
over the other. As I said earlier' dont try to fold it up until the paint on the canvas is several days old & well & truly dry.
Dont leave it folded for a couple of weeks – acrylic paint takes a long time to fully harden especially if its cold/humid
weather. Also dont leave the bulkheads in for weeks in the hot sun – the glue may start to creep under the load.

Spreader half inserted Spreader removed showing stops
Paddles

Mark out 100mm from each end of paddle handle & make series of saw cuts 6 mm deep. Use sharp chisel
to remove the blocks leaving timber flat to take paddle blade. Note. Paddling is a lot easier if the two blades are set
at 90 degrees to each other. Work out for yourself whether you're left or right hand dominant – this affects the
direction of rotation between the ends. Cut out paddle blades from 6 mm" ply from 350mm x 175 blanks to a nice
shape.

Before gluing ( with epoxy for preference) on the blades slip a couple of tight fitting rings ( cut from ply or
short pieces of hose or O rings). These go just up from the blades & prevent a lot of water running down your arms &
into your sleeves when paddling.

Epoxy & screw the blades on to the handles making sure you have them straight & central. Sand smooth &
round off edges.  Minimum of 2 coats of paint.

NOTE :This design is definitely NOT for use in open waters or rapids. It is suitable
for flat water close to shore only.

The end result is very stable ( for a kayak) & is easy to paddle. Like most small kayaks directional control
takes practice – it is however better in this regard than the usual plastic round bottom ones that are around. There is



enough room for a small container/car frig between the legs & the total payload tried to date has been about 130 kg
with some reserves of buoyancy still. A worthwhile accessory would be a short doublesided velcro strap attached to
the front  canvas as a paddle holder. A short painter tied to the front handle would also be useful.

Duckchaser is definitely a one person craft – with two (or more) of us aboard Catnap ( our trailer  sailer) we
intend to use 100m of builders line on a hand line reel to retrieve the kayak once one of us is ashore so the other can
follow

Using 6 mm ply for this kayak is not really an option because of the amount of bending required at the ends
which are quite short. If you want to use 6mm you'll have to go back to 3m long to have enough length to get the
curvature.

Currently I'm looking at ways to mount a small mast & sail ( about 1m2 sprit sail on a 1.5m mast) – should
have the bugs out of that ( or the idea abandoned) by the end of summer. Plans etc for this will be posted as a
separate file.

NOTE:
The boats in the photos are 

1/ the original all white DuckChaser, made from 6mm ply with bulkheads the same as the Palo Alto kayaks. It is
difficult to put the bulkheads into due to the extreme curvature (relatively) at the ends & the ply's stiffness. This has a
payload of 80 kg 180 lb max.
2/ White & varnish is “Kitnap” ( No 2 kayak) this has both bulkheads the same size as the rear bulkhead on the
drawing. I've experienced some cracking of ply due to the bending at the front spreader ( 1 in 3 boats) Hence later
boats I've changed the proportions of the front bulkhead to give the hull the same curve both ends. I've had paddlers
weighing 110kg in this one with no problems.  Other alterations made are deeper external stringers – gives more
stiffness & aids directional stability too. Top Canvas at front of cockpit no longer stuck to transverse coamings but left
longer & doubled back on itself so it stands about 8cm  high; works better as splash deflector & of course the pop in
floor.
3/ Blue & varnish is No 3 – the first with the smaller front bulkhead, bigger runners & pop in floor. Made the seat back
too high & it was broken off – now seat back only taken to top of hull.
4/ No 4 is still being painted by it's owner – burgundy I believe, no pics yet.
5/ Light green – the first with a trial mast & sail.

Mast supports from 6mm ply, hinged to front bulkhead so they fold flat when not in use. Note low seat back. 

 How seat squab sets up & stores



4mm Ply cutout drawing



Bulkhead Drawing
Make sides 75 mm wide & trace around a tin can to give suitable radii for the internal corners. chamfer the

faces that the 4mm ply will lie on ( indicated by the double lines) about 4mm with a plane or Surform to give the ply a
flat face to sit on. Round off all corners either with a router or surform & sandpaper.



Drawing an Ellipse

We want the elliptical corners to finish a bit before the cockpit opening so the major half axis will be about
500mm & the minor 1/2 axis 250mm. We could calculate all the values & plot them out but there is an easier way.

To draw an ellipse easily in the workshop use either a roofing square or a piece of ply with a square corner &
straight smooth edges, one edge at least 500 long, the other at least 250 long. The corner must be reasonably
square & the sides smooth & straight. We also need a narrow offcut of ply or similar about 550 long & 20 – 50 mm
wide. Hammer a 50 mm bullet head nail through about 10mm from one end until the head of the nail is about 3 mm
above the surface. From this nail measure 500 mm & drill a hole just big enough to hold your pencil. Measure back
from this hole 250 mm & hammer another nail so its head sticks up like the first one.

Temporarily clamp the square on top of the corner you wish to mark out so it's long edge runs parallel to the
inner edge of the ply & 50mm in & the right angled corner is 500 back from the end.

With the nail points upwards & the nail heads pressed carefully against the square  you will find that as you
slide the piece of timber along keeping both nail heads in contact with the square, the pencil hole will trace a perfect
¼  ellipse! Make minor adjustments to the exact location of the square until your pencil will be nicely tangential at
both the end & the outer side.

Note:  once you have traced out the curve at both ends on one side you can stack all 4 pieces together & cut
all eight curves in two cuts. Clean them up with a surform, sand paper or plane.

Adjust the exact location of the square so the curve is tangential to the end & the side before starting.
Note the way the two nail heads stay in contact with the square at all times.  This is easiest to do by using the 2 nails
as handles 


